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SUMMARY As a new generation voice service, Voice over LTE
(VoLTE) has attracted worldwide attentions in both the academia and in-
dustry. Different from the traditional voice call based on circuit-switched
(CS), VoLTE evolves into the packet-switched (PS) field, which has long
been open to the public. Though designed rigorously, similar to VoIP ser-
vices, VoLTE also suffers from SIP (Session Initiation Protocal) flooding
attacks. Due to the high performance requirement, the SIP flooding attacks
in VoLTE is more difficult to defend than that in traditional VoIP service. In
this paper, enlightened by Counting Bloom Filter (CBF), we design a versa-
tile CBF-like structure, PFilter, to detect the flooding anomalies. Compared
with previous relevant works, our scheme gains advantages in many aspects
including detection of low-rate flooding attack and stealthy flooding attack.
Moreover, not only can our scheme detect the attacks with high accuracy,
but also find out the attackers to ensure normal operation of VoLTE by elim-
inating their negative effects. Extensive experiments are performed to well
evaluate the performance of the proposed scheme.
key words: SIP flooding attack, PFilter, count, filter

1. Introduction

As a voice call paradigm, VoLTE has attracted worldwide
attentions of the public. Different from the traditional CS
call, VoLTE evolves into PS field, determining to provide
more reliable and rich user experience. The transition brings
many benefits, such as multimedia support including high
quality voice and video call, less set-up time, and less end-
to-end delay. Also, compared with VoIP, which has domi-
nated in PS voice telecommunication services, VoLTE gains
its obvious advantages in higher voice quality, less drop-out
rate, and faster set-up time for dedicated LTE resource reser-
vation. However, the prevalence of VoLTE also involves it
into various attacks, especially the flooding attacks exploit-
ing the spoofed SIP messages attempting to undermine the
IMS (IP Multimedia System) or UEs (User Equipments),
which is a tricky problem remaining to be solved.

Kim et al. [1] successfully exploit the SIP signal bearer
in VoLTE to achieve free data transmission in forms of
Mobile-to-Mobile and Mobile-to-Internet. Same loopholes
are also revealed in [2]. Since the dedicated VoLTE SIP
signal bearer is free and bandwidth reserved [2], even nor-
mal users would be tempted to send data through it, result-
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ing in flooding attacks to IMS. We term this kind of attack
as single-source attack for these individual users just sepa-
rately cause flooding attack. As for those advanced attack-
ers, not only could they flood SIP messages as these ab-
normal users, but also maliciously launch large scale flood-
ing attacks by simultaneously mobilizing multiple UEs in
VoLTE. We term this attack as multi-source attack. For both
misconduct users and vicious attackers, they intend to send
illegitimate SIP messages as fast as they can to achieve most
benefits, further aggregating the flooding attack.

Although SIP flooding attack is not new and has been
known in the long suffered VoIP, it does bring new chal-
lenges to the detection scheme in VoLTE. Firstly, compared
with VoIP operated by individual over-the-top (OTT) com-
panies, VoLTE is implemented by carriers at a national level
to replace the traditional CS call. To carry out VoLTE, carri-
ers have to deploy lots of new telecommunication infrastruc-
tures. Also, smartphones need to be updated both in hard-
ware and software to support this new telephone service.
Therefore, once being attacked, the whole VoLTE system
from UE to IMS will pay much more than VoIP. This puts
more pressure on the detection scheme to achieve high effec-
tiveness. Secondly, VoLTE lays more emphasis on the per-
formance. Once been attacked by SIP flooding attack, the
expected high performance will be degraded soon or even
cause harm to normal UEs because of the highest priority
of SIP messages [3]. Therefore, detection schemes are sup-
posed to be efficient enough to promptly detect the anoma-
lies to alleviate the consequences.

In case of SIP flooding attack detection, many works
have been proposed. Tang et al. [4], [5] propose a SIP flood-
ing attacks detection and prevention scheme by integrating a
three-dimensional sketch design with the Hellinger Distance
(HD) technique. One obvious drawback in their scheme is
that it needs a training period lasting even for 100s. How-
ever, in the case of attacks may occur at any time, it is im-
practical to ensure the training set is not contaminated by
vicious SIP messages. Another drawback is that it is in-
capable to detect stealthy flooding attack. Stealthy flood-
ing attack is a kind of attack that is difficult to distinguish
because the attacker patiently increases the flooding rate in
slow pace. Sengar et al. [6], [7] also propose the statistical
detection mechanism called vFDS based on sudden surge
caused by incomplete the handshaking processes in SIP. In
their scheme, training phase is also needed to provide a
baseline. Kumar and Tilagam [8] discuss low-rate SIP flood-
ing attack only in single source, thus not applicable to multi-
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source attack [9]. Tang et al. [4], [5] also emphasize that
low-rate flooding attack can hardly be distinguished from
normal rate fluctuation due to randomness. Because users
can make VoLTE call and drop out the call at any time, the
SIP stream is stochastic.

In order to thwart the above serious flooding attacks,
we propose a novel flooding attack detection scheme. In-
spired by CBF, we design our own data structure named
PFilter to detect the attacks. PFilter gains strong capabil-
ity in filtering SIP messages. In the scheme, we propose a
two-tier PFilter design to achieve the detection goal. In tier
1, the PFilter shoulders the responsibility to filter out a large
portion of normal SIP messages and prevent suspicious ones
by virtue of the dynamic threshold. To get an appropriate
threshold in this tier, we take exponentially weighted mov-
ing average (EWMA) to estimate the normal average trans-
mission level during a period. In tier 2, another PFilter plays
its role to find out the attackers. We take the message col-
lapse algorithm to preclude the normal messages and leave
the malicious ones. The threshold in this tier is configured
as a static one to handle complicated attack models. More-
over, our scheme also can detect low-rate flooding attack
with high accuracy, and keep immune to stealthy flooding
attack at the same time. We achieve good detection results
even when the flooding rate is as low as 10 cps (call per
second).

To sum up, the contributions we make in this paper are
as follows:

1) We design PFilter, a versatile structure, which gains
great capability to filter out a large portion of normal SIP
stream and prevent vicious messages.

2) Then we propose a two-tier PFilter structure that
could cooperate with each other intimately to detect the
anomalies and find out the attackers.

3) Extensive experiments are implemented to evaluate
the performance of our scheme, and corresponding parame-
ters configuration is suggested to provide practical guidance
to VoLTE carries.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 introduces the preliminaries of our detection
scheme. Section 3 presents the attack model. In Sect. 4,
we describe our SIP flooding detection scheme. In Sect. 5,
we perform our experiments and evaluate the performances
of our scheme. Section 6 makes a comprehensive analyses
of the proposed scheme. Section 7 reviews the prior related
works. Finally, in Sect. 8, we conclude this paper.

2. Preliminaries

2.1 VoLTE Call Flow

A basic VoLTE call flow is as depicted in Fig. 1. First,
UE A initiates a VoLTE call by sending an INVITE mes-
sage to P-CSCF (Proxy-Call Session Control Function) in
his home network. Then P-CSCF forwards this message
to S-CSCF (Serving-Call Session Control Function) and re-
spond to UE A with 100 TRYING. S-CSCF will extract the

Fig. 1 A basic VoLTE call flow between UE A and UE B

URI information from the INVITE and send this message to
home network of UE B. In UE B’s home network, S-CSCF
then send the INVITE message to the P-CSCF UE B corre-
sponds to. The P-CSCF will transmit this message to UE B.
After receiving the INVITE message, UE B should respond
to it by sending back a 180 RINGING message to UE A
to remind both caller and callee. Upon answering the call,
UE B will send a 200 OK to UE A. Then UE A will re-
spond an ACK to UE B. After the handshaking, the media
bear will be established for voice and video stream. After
finishing the call, UE A (or UE B) will close this session
by sending a BYE message to UE B (or UE A). Then UE B
(or UE A) will respond with 200 OK to release this session.

2.2 Counting Bloom Filter

A Bloom Filter is a space-efficient probabilistic data struc-
ture to test whether an element is a member of a particular
set. The idea of Bloom Filter is that it uses k independent
hash functions h1, h2, · · · , hk to hash each item xi in the set
to position h1(xi), h2(xi), · · · , hk(xi) in a bit array of m bits
that are initiated as 0. The hashed bits are set to 1 and the
range of this array is {0, 1, 2, · · · ,m − 1}. When examining
whether an element belongs to this set, one can just check
the k corresponding bits. Only all the k corresponding bits
are 1 will the element be taken as an legal element, other-
wise not. It does not support element deletion, Fan et al. [10]
suggest Counting Bloom Filter (CBF) to remedy this defect
by adding a counter for each bit in the bit array to record
how many times it has been hashed to. When deleting an
element, the numbers of the corresponding bits of the ele-
ment in the k counters will decrease by 1. The correspond-
ing numbers will increase by 1 when adding an element.

3. Attack Model

In addition to the aforementioned attacks, in this section,
we introduce three kinds of common SIP flooding attack ac-
cording to the SIP attributes the attackers exploit.
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3.1 INVITE Flooding Attack

Since INVITE message is designed to activate a VoLTE call
session, the adversaries would take advantage of this SIP at-
tribute to launch DoS attacks. The attackers just arbitrarily
flood thousands of INVITE messages to overwhelm the IMS
(IP Multimedia Subsystem) or even the UEs. As we can
see from Fig. 1, once triggered by INVITE requests, all the
VoLTE components, such as P-CSCF, S-CSCF, will be ac-
tivated. Also, by modifying source information of INVITE
message and initiating VoLTE call with some VoLTE users’
identities, these innocent users could be framed without any
awareness.

3.2 BYE Flooding Attack

As BYE message is used to terminate the VoLTE call ses-
sion. Attackers could hurl junk BYE messages to consume
the resources of the VoLTE the way as INVITE messages.
More severely, attackers could launch flooding attacks to
specific VoLTE users to shutdown the ongoing VoLTE calls.
Therefore, if this attack is mounted in a large scale, the drop-
out rate in VoLTE network would surge.

3.3 Multi-Attributes Flooding Attack

In addition to the two above attacks, there is also ACK
flooding attacks by bombarding the IMS in explosive mode.
In the multi-attributes attack, the intelligent attackers could
deluge the IMS by flooding combinations of the above SIP
messages, which could result in more severe consequences.
For some SIP flooding attack detection schemes relying on
the correlation between different SIP attributes, this intel-
ligent attack could frustrate them by observing the regular
correlation pattern.

4. Defense Mechanisms

Since the SIP flooding attacker always intends to send ex-
cessive messages, these malicious messages will outnumber
normal users and deviate from the normal level. In this sec-
tion, we propose an effective scheme based on PFilter to find
out the attackers. This scheme feathers in a two-tier PFilter
detection structure, and each tier plays its unique role and
can also efficiently cooperate with each other.

4.1 PFilter

PFilter is a CBF-like data structure that exploit kp hash
functions h1, h2, · · · hkp to profile each element xi into
position h1(xi), h2(xi), · · · hkp(xi) of an array with range
{0, 1, 2, · · · ,mp−1}. When a SIP message comes, the system
will extract the SIP address of it and profile it into PFilter.
In CBF, counters still holding 0 accounter for a large part
of CBF. However, PFilter does not rely on the 0 counters
but threshold to accomplish the judgement. Therefore, it is

much more space efficient. The tricky question arises how
to choose a good and reliable threshold, which is critical to
our detection effects.

4.2 Tier 1: Suspects Filter

In this tier, we find that EWMA is appropriate to create the
dynamic threshold adapted with the stochastic SIP stream.

Filter Threshold. As mentioned before, the SIP
stream is highly fluctuant because users could initiate and
hang on their VoLTE calls at any time. The random feather
makes the SIP stream drastically fluctuate with time, thus
increasing the difficulty to read its regular pattern. By virtue
of PFilter, we can compact all messages into it and find out
the outliers who intend to transmit excessive messages. The
tricky question arises how to choose a good and reliable
threshold, which is critical to our detection effects. Fortu-
nately, we find that EWMA is appropriate to create the dy-
namic threshold adapted with the stochastic SIP stream.

Denote αi as the measured average number of mes-
sages each VoLTE user sends during sample round i, Ri as
the estimated one and βi as the average skewed distance be-
tween the αi and Ri. Then

Ri = (1 − λ1) · Ri−1 + λ1 · αi (1)

Because the traffic is frequently fluctuate over time, we are
also supposed to estimate the skewed distance

βi = (1 − λ2) · βi−1 + λ2 · |αi − Ri| (2)

In formula (1), the average measured transmission times is

αi =
Ni

Ui

where Ni is the message number, Ui is the caller number in
round i(i ≥ 1). And 0 < λ1 ≤ 1, 0 < λ2 ≤ 1 are the weight
factors. In (1) and (2), λ1 and λ2 are constant factors that
determine the memory depth of EWMA. The more close
they are to 1, the more weight EWMA lays in the current
measurement. A value of λ1 = 1 (or λ2 = 1) implies EWMA
only cares about the current measurement.

Given the estimated average threshold Ri and the es-
timated average skewed distance βi, we can further calcu-
late the average number of messages each counter in PFilter
holds during sampling period i is

Thre1i =
kp · Ui

mp
· min{Ri−1 + λ3 · βi−1,Rmaxi} (3)

λ3 ≥ 1 is a magnification factor of skewed distance and
Rmaxi is the maximum number of messages a legal UE can
transfer during the sampling period. Note that since Thre1i

is the threshold, Thre1i < 1 is not allowed, otherwise it will
be automatically revised to 1 in case of threshold disfunction
caused by low SIP stream.

To prevent threshold pollution, we take a self-adapted
strategy that Thre1 will only be updated according to for-
mula (1) (2) on condition that there is no attack being de-
tected during the current sampling period, otherwise it will
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Fig. 2 An example of how PFilter distinguishes a vicious SIP message
from normal ones

keep its own value. Therefore, we can train a healthy thresh-
old to keep an effective detection state.

Messages Filter. In tier 1, PFilter takes its responsibil-
ity to filter out flooding messages from the normal ones. In
analogy with CBF, we take the similar strategy that as long
as one of kp counters contains a count less than the threshold
Thre1, then this message will be taken as a normal message.
Figure 2 shows how PFilter performs to distinguish the vi-
cious messages from the normal ones. The reason why we
can take this strategy is flooding SIP messages will conspic-
uously stand out in normal messages crowds. The obser-
vation is that the more drastic the flooding attack goes, the
more prominent the attack messages become compared with
normal messages. Even for low rate flooding attack, they
will still outnumber the normal ones, thus crossing the line
of PFilter. In Fig. 2, assuming that we choose kp = 3and
the threshold Thre1 as 10, then all three counters message
A hashed to hold the counts (i.e., 13, 11, 10 respectively) all
exceeding (included) the threshold, it implies that message
A is abnormal. In contrast, though message B crosses the
line twice (i.e., 15 and 10), there is still one corresponding
counter loads a number (i.e., 1) less than the threshold, then
it will be taken as a normal one.

Similar to Thre1, our detection scheme also keeps its
memory by maintaining a blacklist. First, if a message in
SIP traffic is not on the blacklist, then we profile it into
PFilter according to its signature, otherwise simply drop it.
Next, we check the kp hashed counters for each message
as depicted in Fig. 2. Finally, we obtain the suspicious SIP
messages and goes the second tier 2 round, which shoulders
the responsibility to find out the attackers.

4.3 Tier 2: Attackers Finder

Tier 1 gains the ability to filter out a large portion of mes-
sages and retain a small portion suspicious messages S .
However, taking consideration of hash collision, some be-
nign messages are still in the suspicious list, resulting in the
malicious ones hiding in the SIP message crowds. In this
tier, we determine to distinguish the hidden attackers from
the normal ones. An intuitive method is to filter the suspi-
cious messages S again in the same way as that in tier 1, thus
further narrowing the searching scope. The defect is that it is
possible the attack messages are still mixed with the normal
ones. Therefore, to accelerate the attackers hunting process,

Fig. 3 Solve the misjudgement in tier 1 by deleting legal messages in
advance

we take a different filter approach based on another PFilter.
Since there is only small portion of messages, we utilize our
collapse strategy to achieve the attacker elimination goal.
The key idea of this strategy is to delete the normal mas-
sages once it is taken as a legitimate message. Therefore,
the attack messages are left.

In Fig. 2, it is also possible message A is not an attack
message but wrongly being taken as a malicious one because
of hash collision, and that is why it still remains suspicious
SIP stream after the filtering process in tier 1. Therefore, to
alleviate the above adverse effects, we take another strategy
by repeatedly deleting a highly possible legal message from
PFilter. Message B only occurs once and could be taken as
a normal one with confidence. After deleting it, message A
will resume to a normal state, as is illustrated in Fig. 3.

Collapse Threshold: For there is only a small portion
of SIP messages, in this tier, we take a simple approach by
choosing a static threshold as Thre2 = 10. It implies that as
long as a message corresponds to one counter less than 10,
it will be regarded as a normal message. We do not choose
the threshold the way as Thre1 in tier 1. An important con-
sideration is that it is possible all SIP messages IMS server
receives during our sampling period are crafted by attackers.
For example, in the middle night when seldom users make
VoLTE phone calls, then PFilter in tier 1 will be ineffective
to notice the anomaly by utilizing the dynamic threshold.
By utilizing a static threshold, such full attackers trick can
be eliminated. The other reason is that we are confident our
tier 1 PFilter is capable to filter out a large portion of SIP
traffic and leaves only a small part, so a static threshold is
sufficient to pick out the attackers with little losses in accu-
racy. If we apply our collapse strategy in tier 1, the costs can
be huge for repeatedly deleting elements in large mounts of
messages. Therefore, by integrating the dynamic threshold
in tier 1 and a static one in tier 2, our detection scheme be-
comes more robust.

Messages Collapse: For Pfilter in tier 2, the core idea
is to delete normal messages in the suspicious messages S
remaining by tier 1. The reason why we call it collapse
is that the deletion operations will consistently reduce the
height of entries in PFilter, a similar operation in the clas-
sical game Tetris. The key idea is to repeatedly scan the
PFilter and delete the normal messages from it, thus making
the attackers incapable to hide among the crowd.
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5. Experiments and Evaluation

5.1 Experiment Set Up

To evaluate our proposed mechanisms, we design our
testbed comprised of three computers. In this design, one
computer plays the role of normal users by sending normal
SIP messages, another one as IMS server handling the in-
coming SIP messages. The third computer functions as at-
tackers sending flooding SIP messages. We perform our de-
fense mechanisms on the computer playing as IMS server.

5.2 Evaluation

In our scheme, we empirically choose λ1 = λ2 = 0.8. For
Thre1, we set λ3 = 2 to slightly enlarge the skew distance
and we set the maximum transmission times as Rmax =
4. For hash functions, we take MurmurHash3 functions
with independent seeds. MurmurHash function is non-
cryptographic hash function used for hash-based lookups.
It has been widely deployed in many famous applications,
such as Hadoop, libstdc++, Nginx. And the current ver-
sion is MurmurHash3. One more benefit of MurmurHash3
is that it cares nothing about the length of input.

We randomly mount the flooding attacks with varying
flooding rate from 10 cps to 100 cps. For each flooding
rate, we perform 500 attacks to obtain a good evaluation
of PFilter. It is noteworthy that the normal call generation
rate randomly varies from 700 cps to 3200 cps, which is
much more frequent than most relevant works. We take the
extreme values to thoroughly evaluate the performance of
PFilter and provide suggestions for parameter configuration.

5.2.1 Number of Hash Functions for PFilter

The results is depicted in Fig. 4. In this figure, we compare

Fig. 4 The Filter Rate vs. Detection Rate for PFilter in tier 1 with varying kp

the Detection Rate (DR) and Filter Rate (FR), two critical
but contradictory factors for PFilter. Generally, with the in-
crease of kp, the Detection Rate decreases, while the Filter
Rate increases. The reason is that more hash functions will
make it more difficult for all the kp corresponding counters
to meet the filter threshold. However, with a larger kp, the
probability for a vicious message to not be detected also in-
creases, especially for low-rate flooding messages who are
akin to the normal ones. Ideally, a 100% DR and a approx-
imate 100% FR for flooding detection are desired. How-
ever, it is not always true, particularly for low flooding rate,
as is shown in the six subfigures. For flooding rate 10 cps
and 15 cps in Fig. 4 (a) and 4 (b), DR and FR intersect at
(3.21, 78.6%) and (3.99, 87.3%) respectively. Though it has
already achieved a good balance, it is still less than 100%.
As for flooding rate more than 75 cps, 4 (e) and 4 (f) show
DR and FR can nearly converge at 100%. It implies that
even by virtue of only one Pfilter in tier 1, it can accurately
detect and find out the vicious messages. This property is
significant for SIP flooding detection, as attackers always
intend to launch more drastic flooding attacks to bombard
the IMS server and UEs.

5.2.2 The Length of PFilter

The length of PFilter is also an important factor for flood-
ing attack detection. Figure 5 shows DR and FR when mp

varies under different flooding rate. As illustrated in this
figure, as mp increases, the detection rate increases under
flooding rate at 15 cps and 35 cps. When flooding rate is
50 cps, because the attack message has already been dis-
tinguished when mp = 100, DR does not show a obvious
increase. As for FR, all three subfigures in 5 show that mp

does not obviously affect the filter rate of PFilter.
We also compare our detection results with Tang’s

work [4] even when we get the measurements in extreme
condition describing in the above section. The results can
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Fig. 5 The Filter Rate vs. Detection Rate for PFilter in tier 1 with varying mp

Table 1 Detection results: Tang’s [4] vs. our’s

Flooding Rate DR (Tang’s) DR (Our’s)
10 - 76.4%
15 88% 97.1%
35 100% 100%
50 100% 100%
75 100% 100%
100 100% 100%
500 100% -

Fig. 6 Multi-source flooding attack detection rate and false detection rate

be found in Table 1. In the experiment, we choose kp = 3
and mp = 500 to achieve a good balance of detection rate,
filter rate and memory consumption. Our scheme could still
detect flooding rate at 15 cps with 97.1% even when normal
VoLTE call randomly fluctuates between 700 cps and 3200
cps, compared with 88% in Tang’s between 30 cps and 80
cps. The reason why we do not choose more drastic flooding
rate as [4] is that since our scheme can detect flooding rate
at 100 cps, it is certain we can detect more drastic flooding
attack.

For multi-source attack, our scheme is also effective to
detect the attack with high accuracy. We depict the detec-
tion rate and false detection rate in Fig. 6. The flooding rate
is set as 15 cps. As we can see in the figure, the detection
rate always keeps close to 100% as the number of attack-
ers increase, while the false detection rate also increases.
When the attacker number increases as 80, the detection rate
climbs to slightly over 50%. It means that to detect multi-
source attack with 80 attackers, 80 normal VoLTE users will
be erroneously judged as attackers. The reason is that more
attackers will pollute more counters in PFilter with solid
length, resulting in false detection. When there are only 10
attackers, the false detection rate becomes as low as 3.7%. It
implies to detect 10 attackers, far less than one normal user
will be misjudged.

5.3 Multi-Attributes Flooding Attack Detection

For advanced attackers who launch multi-attributes flooding
attack (INVITE, 200 OK, ACK, BYE), we can simply apply
our two-tier PFilter structure to detect other SIP attributes
anomalies in the same way. All that need are multiple PFil-
ters corresponding to each SIP attribute.

6. System Analysis

Effectiveness. As demonstrated in above section, our
scheme could accurately detect the attacks even when flood-
ing rate is as low as 10 cps. Also, for single-source attack,
our scheme can find out the attacker with great confidence.
It implies that abnormal users cannot utilize the VoLTE sig-
nal bear for free any longer. When multi-source attack oc-
curs, the scheme will degrade as the number of attackers in-
creases because of entries pollution. This is the main limita-
tion and can be remedied by broadening its length. Though
normal users may be mistakenly regarded as attackers due
to hash collision in this condition, few attackers can escape
from our capture.

Another benefit is that our detection scheme do not rely
on training period, thus having no fear for malicious mes-
sages contamination. For innocent UEs being targeted by
attackers, our scheme can also identify the anomalies by
profiling the callee number of SIP messages in sampling
windows.

Efficiency. In our scheme, 8-bits counter is enough for
a PFilter to take its detection. For flooding rate more than
255 cps, the corresponding counters just freeze on this max-
imum state to avoid counters overflow. With mp = 500,
two PFilters will only cost 500 × 8 × 2 × 4 = 32000 bits
for 4 attributes SIP flooding attack detection. Compared
with the memory consumption in [5], which uses 40960 bits,
our scheme turns cheaper. For computational cost, we per-
form our scheme by a computer with memory of 7.7GB and
i7-4770 CPU with 3.4GHz. And the average CPU time is
34678 ms in case of 80 attackers. It demonstrates the over-
head by implementing our scheme is low.

Scalability. The proposed scheme achieves good scal-
ability in multi-attributes SIP attacks. For more drastic
SIP flooding attack detection, PFilter can either horizontally
widen its length to promote its accuracy or vertically add
more tiers. What is more, we hold that our scheme could
also be scaled to detect flooding attacks in other fields, such
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as the RTP flooding attack.
Stealthy Attack Proof. Since our detection scheme

is based on the assumption that malicious attackers always
attempt to send excessive SIP messages, the attackers will
be promptly detected with the assistance of a combination
of dynamic and static threshold in our two-tier design once
they attempt to break the cordon. Even they mount the
stealthy attack with great patience, they cannot escape from
the capture.

7. Related Work

Generally, network-based intrusion detection systems can
be divided into two categories: signature-based NIDSs and
anomaly-based NIDSs [11]. Many signature-based NIDSs
adopt Bloom Filter to solve the storage and computation is-
sues. Roh et al. [12] propose whitelist-based countermea-
sure scheme based on none-member ratio by utilizing CBF.
Geneiatakis et al. [13], [14] take advantage of CBF to cal-
culate session distance of SIP to detect anomalies with the
assumption that flooding attack is associated with incom-
plete sessions and there exists correlations between different
SIP attributes. Rebahi et al. [15] also consider the half-open
connection issue, and propose a non-parametric CUSUM al-
gorithm to detect gradual change in means of time series.

To prevent identity proof flooding attack, authentica-
tion is an effective way as is suggested in [1]. IPSec seems a
plausible method to authenticate the packets. However, the
drawback is that it needs both the communication parties’s
support and the overhead caused by IPSec is also a notice-
able issue. It is ineffective at mitigating a bandwidth-based
DoS attack, which may in fact exacerbate the problem, since
initializing a connection may require more resource when
using IPSec than not [16].

Tang et al. [17] address the stealthy attack by combin-
ing sketch with wavelet techniques. Akbar et al. [18] also
leverage Helliger Distance to low rate and multi-attributes
DDoS attack. In Golait and Hubballi’s work [19], the au-
thors also detect the anomaly by generating the normal pro-
file of SIP messages as a probability distribution.

Ryu et al. [20] derive the upper bound of the possible
number of SIP messages, and detect the SIP flooding attacks
by checking whether this upper bound has been challenged.
Mehic et al. [21] also calculate the maximum number and
type of SIP messages that can be transferred during estab-
lished VoIP call without raising an alarm from IDS (Intru-
sion detection system).

8. Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we propose an effective scheme to detect and
prevent SIP flooding attack. Not only can our scheme detect
the flooding anomalies, but also find out the attackers to alle-
viate their adverse effects. To achieve this goal, we propose
a versatile scheme by exploiting two-tier PFilter, a similar
data structure as CBF. We demonstrate our PFilter in tier 1
is capable of filtering out a large portion of normal SIP mes-

sages. Then in tier 2, we take our collapse strategy in tier 2
to find out the attackers with great accuracy. Through exten-
sive experiments, our scheme is demonstrated to gain great
properties including effectiveness, efficiency, scalability.

PFilter can be extended to detect flooding attacks in
other fields. In the near future, we will extend our detec-
tion schemes to more fields to demonstrate its strengths. For
example, RTP flooding attack is another issue that is also
troubling VoLTE. By applying our scheme in RTP flooding
detection, we believe it could also function well and achieve
the above merits.
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